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Abstract 

Incorrect software behaviours are detected using a combination of Programming language contracts 

and alliedresources of programs namely static source code Analyzers and Runtime verifyingframeworks. 

To surpass therestrictions of inordinate run-time overheads in the course of verification of software 

modules with timing constraints, Optimization of the contracts after their automated development is 

imperative. This is carried out by retrieving the structural and behavioural dependency information of the 

real time multithreaded Java source code under test, then remodelthem as contract details in a Decision 

tree after Static and Dynamic analyses. The next step incorporates transformation of the conditions into 

contracts. The Optimizer logic is implemented as a modification of Particle Swarm Optimization 

technique during this transformation by adopting an objective fitness function that substantiallylends to 

handle only the source files that contain valid decisions. Evaluation measures specifically processing 

time for contracts formation, Memory and CPU Utilization, Number of files processed are used to 

determine the effectiveness of the proposed system comparable with no optimization applied. 

 

Keywords–Programming assertions, Source code Analysis, dependency, Particle Swarm Optimization, 

objective function 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Appropriate Verification routines are essential to confirm that dependable software is delivered. 

Testing forms a very valid, extensive verification method. Nevertheless, it is an extremely exclusive and 

challenging activity, and along with an exponential development pertaining to the intricacy of softwares, 

the costing associated with the tests has mounted consequently. Ways to drop the cost with no foregoing 

on thestandard of verification are necessary. A great deal of that cost can be drawn right away to the 

human efforts to lead the verification activities. Automation has great capability in the lowering aspect.  

The architecture of a system is a pool of interrelated components, where program execution involves 

crafting objects of various types and communicating with them through operations. The contracts outline 

the syntactic structure of the operation about what it expects from its arguments and what it works out as 

an output.  During run time checks, the assertions ascertain that the precondition is met on access and that 

the postconditions are fulfilled on return. Breach of either of these criteria results in an exception. During 
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formal static analysis by a tool, contracts affirm if the prerequisite condition is adequateat each calling on, 

and that the post condition is satisfied based on the execution of the operation.  

Contract programming is thus regarded as encompassing Preconditions, Postconditions, Exception 

guarantees( which the developers foresee to hold true when a method exits throwing an exception, Class 

invariants( which express valid states for all the objects of a provided class), Subcontracting( which 

specify that preconditions cannot be fortified, while postconditions and class invariants cannot be 

weakened when public methods are overridden by a public method in one or more of its base classes. 

Static analysis also referred to as static source code analysismakes use of tools to examine program code, 

looking for application programming defects, backdoor attacks, or other potential harmful code giving 

access to crucial business or customer information to the hackers. When static analysis verifies source or 

object code, the functionality and security of software is evaluatedwithout executing the program modules 

often by an automated tool. One main merit of Static Analysis is the capability to identify the precise 

susceptible line in the program code. The flow of data from source to destination can be marked out and 

the point at which the untrusted data from willlead to aninsecurity can be located making it probable to 

identify particular lines in source code that are exposed. 

Dynamic analysis is the assessment of a software behaviour using real-time information. Complex 

memory handling defects like indexing outside array limits and resource leaks. Concurrent code can be 

analysed at execution time identifying possible issues with shared resources access and potential 

deadlocks. Thereby, both static and dynamic analyses complement each other to reinforce the 

worthinessin the software and shorten the development costs. 

Assertions are usually inserted in the code manually with the help of the software design and user given 

specifications. It gets very challenging to comprehend the various designs and specifications with 

increasing complexity of softwares and evolving contracts manually.  It takes several iterations and huge 

time to craft minimal yet effective contracts warranting high code coverage. To alleviate these concerns, 

an automated means of building programming contracts is required. A provision to independentlyyield 

contracts using the analyses incorporating analysed information into mining algorithms to produce 

candidate contracts is proposed. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY OF CONTRACTSFORMATION, VERIFICATIONAND OPTIMIZATION 

Thesection belowreviews thegeneral existing approaches in optimization of programming 

Contractsderivation for software verification.  

Hertz et al.,(2019) demonstrated the usefulness of ranking for verification (pre-silicon)and studied 

the significance of the ranked assertions in the perspective of validation (post-silicon) validation context 

through outlined and reinstated signal valuesfrom the components netlist of design. The work does not 

specify how assertions need to be written butgives a framework forassessing them 

Zemzami et al., (2019) put forward a schemeon the basis ofPSO using evolutionary neighborhood 

topology and Parallel computation to project good efficiency in form of lowered time and convergence of 

Optimality for solutions. 

Abdallah at al., (2018) suggested a Multi-Objectives Evolutionary Algorithm approach (MOEA) 

using fitness functions to achieve optimized high coverage of source code so thatlesserexpense and 

superfluity is assured. NSGAII, Random, SMSEMOA, v and ε-MOEA are said to be part of the MOEA 

approach and proven to achieve 90 percent of code coverage. 

Alakeel (2018) presented a concurrency model to lessen the time for a larger counts of assertions to 

be probed during Assertion-Based tests while creating testcases. Each assert is converted into a set of 
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nodes with independent execution of each node. Concurrent programming or parallel processing model is 

used to execute the nodes thus lessening the time required for processing many number of assertions 

during testing. 

Prajapati et al.,(2017) employed an improved form of PSO algorithm to solve Non-Linear 

Programming Problems without constraints and compared the results of sample problems worked out in 

SCILAB programming language with improved PSO and regular PSO. The improved PSO with five 

functions was supposed to be applied to any NLPP such as rastrigin function, banana function, 

rosenbrook function, square function, etc. with any number of equality constraints. 

Stulova et al.,(2016) recommended techniques to improvise the accuracy of software analysis by  the 

semantics of the runtime checking. The method demonstrated the positives and costs of every assertion 

checking modes suggested. It talked about the problem of reducing runtime overhead on the outlook of 

verification structures combining both dynamic and static verification. The main aim was to build an 

automatic verification method for non-trivial, structural properties utilized regularly in production code. 

Wang et al.,(2015) provided a novel PSO algorithm where the details of the best particle neighbor 

and the ideal particle across complete swarm for existing loop is valued. To improvise the global merging 

speed of the technique, a disordered seeking is implemented in the finest solution of the existing loop. For 

substantiating the fulfilment of the proposed work, customary testing tasks are utilized. The outcomes 

display greater competence than ongoingPSO algorithms. 

Wahono et al.,(2013)proposed the arrangement of PSO and Bagging technique for refining the 

correctness of the software defect detection. PSO is used to address the selection of feature, and bagging 

is utilized to face the issue of class imbalance. The projected method is assessed with the data sets 

obtained from NASA metric data repository. Outcomes have specified that the method made 

improvements in prediction efficiency for most of the classifiers. 

 

III. REVIEW FINDINGS 

 Most software programming languages have noput upmechanism to embraceprogram contracts with 

the provisionto generating them without any automationconvenience for run time analysis of software. 

Languages centredondesigns on basis of contractsand their related Integrated Development Environments 

propose the functionality to deliver methods with pre and post contexts instructions, well 

recognizedconditionsoninheriting and qualifies thesoftware that transmutes programs from source 

language level to Object Machine language befortified with preferencesof activating/deactivating 

rulesverificationwhen the executable is on run. An automated process of arriving atassertionswith 

appropriate optimization on the candidate assertions derivationis essential.  

 

IV. OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY TOAUTOMATE CONTRACTS DEVELOPMENT 

The preliminary intent of optimization of programming assertions is generating them in an automated 

means by analyzing the input software both statically and dynamically.  Semantic information pertaining 

to Structural Dependencies and dependencies those of Behavioral are extracted by appropriate analyses 

and contrived as Decision Tree.  Depending on the specs of the test modules, the constraints on the 

Decision Tree are built into Programming contracts.  
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Fig 1. Optimized automated contracts development 

  

After the programming contracts are generated, the potential rules of programming are then leveraged to 

Optimization to reduce the cost of software verification in a time constrained environment. This process 

cuts downs on redundancies of assertions.   This requires tailoring the computational aspect of Particle 

Swarm Optimization algorithm to refine the number of feasible contracts to verify. The particles in 

exploration space impact each other, conversing details to fine-tune the position and quickness of itself 

and travel to the optimal solution. PSO initialize a set of particles, terminating the optimal solution by 

iteration. During every individual iteration, the particle apprises the speed and position by outlining 

individual extreme point and global extreme point. To begin with, every potential contract is signified by 

a particle part in PSO technique, inductedarbitrarily over the provided examinedbounds. The algorithm 

encompasses a swarm (population) of contracts. The position object of everycontract particle assesses 

excellence of contract and represents the coordinates of the highest or slightestaptness.  The position is 

expected to come closer along the best possibleresolution by providing some shift (velocity vel) along 

prime contract. Hence each possible contract travel with certain velocity in the direction of the optimal 

solution.  

In every generation or iteration, each possible contract keeps trail of its coordinates in the problem space 

and the optimization technique looks for optima by updating the particle solution with two "best" values 

and improves the swarm of contracts towards better position. The first value is the best objective fitness 

value among all its positions, a contract particle has reachedasyet. The objective fitness content is pbest. 

A further "best" representation trailed by the optimizer is the best fitness worth (global best gbest), 

attained among all particles accessed so far within swarm. Thus, the foremost position, a solution 

personally has determined is the Personal best and the Global best is towards the globally best position 
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found by the entire swarm. The accelerating constants c1 and c2 are the learning factors that tug each 

solutionin the direction of personal and global bestlocations. Slighterrepresentations allow solutions to 

travel far from targetingbounds, while greaterones cause quicker association towards target regions. After 

determining both, velocity and positions are renewed. 

Objective function is evaluated using 

 

𝑭𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔(𝐗) = ∑ 𝒊𝒇(𝑺𝒊(𝒄𝒅𝒍) > 0) → 𝑼𝒑𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒆(𝒏𝒆𝒘𝑭𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔);

𝑵

𝒊=𝟎,𝒄𝒅𝒍=𝟎

 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The primaryaim of the work is to show that the proposed technique may be used to extract contracts 

automatically without manually in lining them in code from specification.  Performance assessment for 

classes of the test software with sensitivity to changes in other regions of designs, is made using metrics 

such as Execution time, Frequency and Popularity rank picked up from code analyzer. Statistical 

information is obtained by analysis of program code. Behavioral dependencies between classes is 

assessed from the Trace events. Time of Execution as well as Frequency in order to findthe count of 

proceduresinvokedare identified. Rank of Popularity is determined to identify the change prone classes. 

Classes dependency and corresponding relationships is estimated from Background metrics like object 

classes Coupling, Number of inheriting classes, attributes, instance variables, methods etc.  

We can therebyarrive at the relevant automated contracts (assertions). But, the GoldMine tool – a 

software tool for generating rank register transferlevel (RTL) assertions is not found to extract these 

mandatory background metrics to generate the candidate assertions and does not derive the contracts / 

assertions for sensitive / dependent classes and its depending classes.  

The following graph given below (Fig2) shows the comparison of assertion generation by GoldMine tool 

and the proposed generation technique. 

 

 

Fig 2. Automated Contracts generation Vs GoldMine tool Assertions generation 

The contracts generation phase before optimization processed 14 input files to generate contracts 

irrespective of whether the source file contained decisions to be validated or not and resulted in 

Processing time of 6.778 secs, CPU Utilization of 62.17% and Memory Utilization of 78.83%. With 
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Optimization in place, improvement in the values was observed since only the source files with decisions 

were considered for contracts extraction. This led to improved Processing time of 2.916 secs, CPU 

Utilization of 33.14% and Memory Utilization of 41.78% being attained. 

 

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS ASSESSMENT WITH AND WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION OF AUTOMATED CONTRACTS GENERATION 

 

Parameters 
Without 

Optimization 

With 

Optimization 

Contracts generation 

Processing Time(sec) 
6.778 2.916 

CPU Utilization (%) 62.17 33.14 

Memory Utilization (%) 78.83 41.78 

Input files processed for 

Contracts generation 
14 5 

 

The graphical outcomes are shown in the figures provided below (Fig3, Fig4,and Fig 5). 

 

 

Fig 3. Contracts generation Processing Time, CPU and Memory Utilization and Number of sourcefiles 

processed 

 

Fig 4. Automated Contracts generation without Optimization 
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Fig 5. Automated Contracts generation with Optimization 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 The widespreadcontract derivationtechniquesare studiedand a straightforward methodology to form 

contracts with notypicalinvolvement of developers is set forth. The coreobjective of the providedmethod 

is to augmentadequacies of Verification and Validationamidst the existence of enormouscontracts.Also, 

thetechniquesupports software developersfor time efficientcontracts-basedtesting to their software 

modules with the evaluation of measures namely Contracts generation processing time, Memory and CPU 

Utilization. Optimization is performed to identify source files to process for contracts appropriate to Test 

environment with Time associatedrestrictionsduringfindings ofseveral programming 

bugsencompassingrare bugs in multi-threaded software. 
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